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Abstract. This article describes Easy Sharing, a pilot service from the Edinburgh Tool
Library (ETL). ETL lends from a library of 1000 tools and has made more than 13,000
loans in four years. Over a twenty-week period, Easy Sharing provided pick-up and
drop-oﬀ of reserved ETL items at four community organisations in areas of multiple
deprivation in West Edinburgh, combining a digital platform with social engagement and
transport logistics. The goal of Easy Sharing was to introduce an alternative economic
infrastructure, a Library of Things, that can engender sharing over time. Through
ethnography and surveys, we investigate the drivers and barriers to participation in the
sharing economy, interrogating the receptiveness and capacity of people facing barriers
to using a library of things over retail consumption. In this initial research phase, we
report stories of reception by members of these communities and pose some questions
that will motivate further phases of research.

1 Introducing Easy Sharing
This paper reports on a pilot Library of Things (LoT) service, Easy Sharing, from
the Edinburgh Tool Library (ETL). Easy Sharing extended the geographic reach of
ETL beyond its two current lending locations in Edinburgh during a twenty-week
period, from 24 May till 4 October, 2019. Using participant observation and
surveys, the authors spoke to community members who were being introduced to
the platform to gauge receptiveness in the four areas of multiple deprivation where
Easy Sharing was implemented. This research adds to a small body of literature
that has sought to understand societal willingness to engage with sharing
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initiatives, the role of community and place to foster sharing, and what barriers
might prevent these shifts (Cherry and Pidgeon 2018, Amelie 2017, Alibinsson
and Perera 2012).
Making sharing a social norm poses diﬃculties, compounded by the challenge
that among the people spoken to for this article, most had never heard of LoTs. In
the face of these hurdles, we ask:
● How receptive are community members to the sharing economy and
Easy Sharing and what barriers might prevent membership?
● What role might community bonds play in developing sharing
initiatives?
We hypothesise a complex interplay between new infrastructures, community
relationships and cultural reception. By drawing on the strength of existing local
ties, Easy Sharing might incrementally create cultural receptiveness to sharing.
Below we position Easy Sharing within literature on the ‘sharing economy’ before
providing greater detail on Easy Sharing and the Edinburgh context. We then
detail our methods, ﬁndings, and conclusions.

2 Libraries of Things in the Sharing Economy
Around the world, sharing economies present alternative consumption models that
suppress the market for new consumer goods and reduce the cost of
post-consumer processing. Examples of the sharing economy includes ‘sharing
events,’ such as bartering and auction sites and swap meets (Albinsson and Perera
2012), and peer-to-peer (p2p) ‘share communities’. The appetite for these
alternative forms of exchange appear to be growing; surveys conducted by Nielsen
(2014) in 60 countries revealed that two thirds of participants claimed they would
likely share products through a p2p system.
Libraries of Things (LoTs) are proving to be one of the more tractable models
for establishing a sharing economy. LoTs lend items such as tools or toys, often in
exchange for a membership fee; they are often run by volunteers, typically build
inventory from donated items, and have curtailed hours. Ameli (2017) notes that
by oﬀering stable locations and hours and an online platform to manage loans,
LoTs reduce the burden of exchange logistics present in peer-to-peer sharing; they
also centralise liability and maintenance. The hub-and-spoke architecture of the
LoT is much more scalable than a peer-to-peer service, which would require
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repeated collection of single items from multiple locations. Further, LoTs foster a
sense of community that commercial retail does not oﬀer, by hosting workshops
and social play time with toys (Albinsson and Perera 2012). LoTs therefore have
the potential to de-stigmatise second-hand goods and promote common borrowing
behaviour as a vehicle of social inclusion.
We view LoTs and other ‘sharing cultures’ as distinct from commercial
platforms that have taken hold in the mainstream through companies such as
Airbnb, Uber and Taskrabbit. International commercial platforms manage the idle
capacity of a resource or person — whether unused apartments, cars, or someone
with both skill and time on their hands — and they help clients to exploit these
resources across distance (Light and Miskelly 2015). Light and Miskelly (2019)
distinguish these online for-proﬁt platforms, which commodify otherwise private
resources, from ‘caring-based sharing’ initiatives that are embedded in a locality.
Caring-based sharing is non-rent seeking, not-for-proﬁt and focused on giving and
reciprocating items in a manner that builds relational assets over time. Rather than
building to international scale, at which level local exchange is likely to be highly
impersonal or non-existent, these initiatives are ideally local. If they grow, it is
best done through what Light and Miskelly (2019) call ‘meshing’, an “ecology of
mutually-supportive systems” (p. 598) that grow across a locality. A healthy
sharing ecosystem will yield many local collectives along with scaﬀolds —
technical and social — between them.
In this paper, we distinguish not only between sharing and renting, but also
between sharing (shared ownership/shared use) with peer-to-peer lending (private
ownership/shared use). When items are donated to a community-run LoT,
ownership transfers to the community; the donor has rights in the item that are
equal to but not greater than the rights of others in the community.
Easy Sharing aligns with the ‘caring-based sharing’ vision that will succeed,
we believe, by drawing on an existing community bonds to normalise the virtues
of buying less, whether for economic and environmental reasons or both. In the
next section we describe in greater detail the mechanics of Easy Sharing and its
implementation in four locales.

3 The Easy Sharing Pilot
If we are to reframe consumption, borrowing has to be easy and social. Easy means logistics
are simple and reliable. Social means that your local libraries of things are a household name in
3
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your community; borrowing means less eﬀort for you and your friends. (Lyons, Easy Sharing
Blog 2019)

ETL’s Easy Sharing pilot ran from May to October 2019. ETL lends from a library
of 1000 tools (DIY, gardening, and bicycle repair) and has made more than 12,000
loans in four years. ETL facilitates skill-sharing and provides classes,
open-workshop access, and social-inclusion projects. Regular members pay an
1
annual subscription fee for unlimited loans; tools are donated, and library
processes are run by volunteers. ETL’s model stands in contrast to other LoTs that
2
charge pay-per-use fees to its customers (Table 1).

1

2

£30 in the ﬁrst year; £20 subsequently. A pay-it-forward fee of £40 subsidises a £10 concessionary fee
for students and people who are receiving beneﬁts, unemployed, or over 60. Tool donors get free
membership.
ETL has other revenue streams, including third-sector partnerships, specialist worshop courses, and
consultancy, which are separate from LoT operation.
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Table 1. ETL Business Model. We distinguish between the revenue model for the
platform and revenue model for the resource. ETL’s platform is
revenue-generating through annual subscriptions, but its library resources in
themselves are non-revenue-generating, as members have unlimited access to
them after paying the subscription.
Easy Sharing is funded by Nesta’s Sharelab project in Scotland on behalf of the
Scottish Government. The funding is in part the result of a report commissioned
by the ministry for Economy, Jobs, and Fair Work, which warns Scotland against
complacency and reactively regulating ‘new collaborative platforms that land in
this country’ (Goulden 2018). The report urges Scotland to pioneer home-grown
collaborative platforms that deliver social value and inclusive economic growth, an
undertaking exempliﬁed by Sharelab Scotland’s ﬁve projects, of which Easy
Sharing is one (NESTA 2018).
Easy Sharing oﬀered a technical platform, a physical borrowing service, and
opportunities for community engagement. The pilot supported pick-up and
dropp-oﬀ of reserved items once a week at four West-Edinburgh community
organisations: WHALE Arts (Wester Hailes Arts for Leisure and Education),
Broomhouse Hub, North Edinburgh Arts (NEA; Muirhouse) and granton:hub.
Three of the partners have gardens; one has a community workshop, and one has
IT Suite. All are outside the social orbit of the Edinburgh Tool Library and too far
away for transport to be quick and easy. All are in SIMD vigintile 1; Wester
Hailes and Muirhouse are in quintile 1 (SIMD 2016) (Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1. City of Edinburgh: areas falling within vigintile 1 of multiple deprivation are shown in
red (SIMD 2016). Easy Sharing communities are indicated; ETL locations (Leith and Portobello)
are marked by a logo.

Figure 2. The map at easysharing.org. ETL locations are blue; Easy Sharing locations are green.

Under Sharelab funding, Easy Sharing created a free membership category. For
LoTs that charge per use of an item, piloting a service in an area marked by
poverty would be impeded by the repeated cost, however small, of using the
service; the pay-per-use repeat fees would deter service development in these
communities. Because ETL’s subscription to Easy Sharing members was free, and
because ETL’s business model already allows unlimited loans, it did not deter
6
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repeated use or present ﬁnancial barriers to potential Easy Sharing members
(Table 2).
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Table 2. Easy Sharing Business Model. As for standard memberships, use of
resources does not in itself generate revenue. Access to the platform was funded
by NESTA as opposed to subscriptions charged for cost recovery.
To use Easy Sharing, participants visited easysharing.org and selected an
Easy-Sharing pick-up location on a map, which linked them to ETL’s myTurn
catalogue with that location set. myTurn is the leading LoT software, used in over
400 LoTs on ﬁve continents. The project funded myTurn to support multi-location
delivery logistics, which makes ETL the ﬁrst LoT to build this option into its
infrastructure.
Easy Sharing employed a part-time Coordinator who delivered and collected
loans at each of the community organisation’s Easy Sharing station every Friday
over the course of the 20 weeks; he was met at each location by a local
coordinator appointed by the centre for the partnership. To pick up and return
tools, Easy Sharing members visited during the Easy-Sharing hour assigned to
each centre. In eﬀect, the project tests a hub-and-spoke model via community
organisations, an innovation that ETL plans to grow.
The project promoted the service by distributing 1500 postcards throughout the
centres (Figure 3). In Wester Hailes and Broomhouse, Easy Sharing Liaison
Oﬃcers distributed the cards locally through a housing association, at the local
library (where 20 postcards were taken away in a week), and door to door.
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Figure 3: Easy Sharing postcard

4 Methodology
Researchers conducted participant observation and surveys at six community
events at the four community hubs. Four of the events were Community Making
days that ETL hosted to introduce Easy Sharing in each location between 31 May
and 17 July, 2019; the other two events were community days at NEA and
WHALE (Table 3). We conducted ﬁve-minute surveys as a way to engage in
conversation and gather stories about people’s willingness to borrow.
24 May

WHALE Arts

Easy Sharing
Making Day
outdoor activity:
Little Free
Library for
Dumbryden Park

31 May

Broomhouse
Centre

Easy Sharing
Making Day
outdoor activity:
Bench for the
new community
centre

7 June

NE Arts

Easy Sharing
Making Day

Coincided with
WHALE’s weekly
free Foodness
lunch, which
attracted
signiﬁcant
footfall on a
sunny day
While the Centre
is being rebuilt,
services are
delivered from
an adjacent
church, including
a café.
Respondents
were indoors in
the café
The making
activity was held
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workshop
activity:
Coat stand made
with a
community
group
Easy Sharing
Making Day
outdoor activity:
Bench for the
garden

14 June

granton:hub

8 July

NE Arts

Festival Fun Day

17 July

WHALE Arts

Family Arts
Workshop

in the Shed
(workshop) but
respondents were
in the busy café
in the main
building.
This is the
smallest centre of
the four.
Respondents
were volunteer
gardeners.
A busy event on a
sunny day
A family
workshop:
respondents were
mums with
children who had
just ﬁnished the
workshop

Table 3. Sites and dates of research activities.
Surveys let us ask people about their readiness to using a LoT over shopping
and any barriers to Easy Sharing, such as stigma about second-hand borrowing,
lack of conﬁdence with tools and time to use them, and digital exclusion. Survey
ﬁndings are in Appendix I. The two researchers who conducted ﬁeldwork are
employees of the project, one as project researcher and one as project manager.
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Figure 6. Easy Sharing survey

In our ﬁndings we also draw from loan statistics collected by myTurn (Appendix
II). Our current ﬁndings are decidedly preliminary. A future phase of research will
conduct in-depth interviews and focus groups with community members and
former Easy Sharing users to gather more information about reception and use.

5 Outcomes: Early Reports on Easy Sharing
In the West of Edinburgh, Terence drives to WHALE Arts to leave DIY and woodworking tools
with Fabien. Fabien will drop oﬀ a couple of them with a neighbour. He makes a phone call
and another man comes to collect some of the tools. Terence will come back next week to pick
them up. Meanwhile, he is also arranging to deliver an angle grinder to Broomhouse Hub for a
lady who is trying to remove the stubborn remains of a broken fence. In Muirhouse, there’s a
man who is interested in borrowing a lawnmower after his was stolen. In Granton, there’s a
woman who says, ‘I wouldn’t have bought a lawnmower if I had known I could borrow one.
(Lyons, Easy Sharing blog 2019)

In this section we describe the four community making days, summarise the
results of our conversations with community members, and oﬀer some preliminary
data on platform use.
The WHALE making day took place on 24 May; we timed it to coincide with a
free community lunch that an estimated 25 people attended. Outside the lunch
hall, ETL staﬀ were building a little free library that members of a WHALE
place-making group would later decorate. A small number of people walked over
to talk to us, but not as many as we would have liked, though we did speak to all
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the lunch attendants and invited them to sign up. A woman from the Mums into
Business programme told us she plans to make and sell herbal teas, and she was
interested in borrowing a strimmer to renovate her garden and grow herbs. At the
second WHALE event, a participant told us she would like to use Easy Sharing
because, "My husband spends a fortune on tools... it would keep him out of
B&Q.”
At the Broomhouse making event ETL staﬀ constructed an outdoor bench for
the Broomhouse Hub’s new building. The event attracted around 15 people,
including a local Councillor and a community policeman. Several people spoke to
us with ideas about how they might support the service. A mum who had just
collected her children from primary school and was on the parent council told us
that the school would be interested in promoting Easy Sharing. Two retired ladies,
both church elders, thought the minister would be willing to promote Easy
Sharing to the parish. One of them signed up and reserved an angle grinder to
remove a broken chainlink fence since she had no suitable tools.
Granton:hub’s making event attracted the fewest participants, with around 5.
The event centred on building a bench for the large community garden, and,
unsurprisingly, all participants were interested in gardening equipment. One told
us, "If I had known about Easy Sharing I would not have bought a lawnmower —
you need to have lived in my neighbourhood for 10 years before I'd have been
comfortable asking my neighbour."
At NEA’s making event 12 participants built a coat stand. We spoke to parents,
mostly mothers, who frequently visited public libraries with their children to look
at books and play with toys, and they readily saw the possibilities of LoTs for
baby accessories, toys, and bikes, even if not all of these items were personally
immediately relevant. Children accompanying a parent-respondent joined in to
express their views; one (9 years) suggested that roller skates could be added to
the library, and another (4 years) asked to go to a toy library that day. We met a
man whose lawnmower had been stolen and wanted to use Easy Sharing since he
could not aﬀord a replacement.
Easy Sharing also catalysed new community activity beyond the making days,
such as a men’s making group started by WHALE residents in May. WHALE
gave the men a storage room holding items that were to be relocated, and the
group plans to host a small number of library items in the room as a permanent
outpost of ETL. Anticipating access to ‘a pool of resources’ has motivated them to
clear the room, borrow tools and launch projects. One in the group commented
that Easy Sharing has made a ‘huge impact’ on this initiative.
The project managed to grow ETL membership. The ﬁrst loan occurred two
weeks after the ﬁrst making event. Eventually, 80 people registered with Easy
Sharing and 186 loans were made by 39 people, which means almost half of the
new members joined because they wanted access to Easy Sharing without having
an immediate need. The data indicates strong take-up in WHALE, reﬂecting the
activity of the men’s maker group. NEA had a smaller number of loans, an
unintended consequence of partnering directly with the Shed, a woodworkshop
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there that is detached from the main building. We had hypothesised that Shed
users would be interested in Easy Sharing, but this was not borne out.
Overall, we had hypothesised that diﬃculty using online platforms and stigma
about using second-hand goods might hinder participation, but we found neither
of these assumptions to be true. Very few of our participants had heard of LoTs;
among the few who indicated prior knowledge were those who had already heard
of ETL or toy libraries, and a small number knew of the musical instrument
library in Muirhouse public library in partnership with NEA. This ﬁnding
indicates that Easy Sharing has been a means to introduce the sharing economy
concept to participants.
We also found that a few people saw barriers to participation or found no
motivation to participate. At Broomhouse a participant was concerned about the
short collection time, which reﬂects other studies that show LoTs’ limited hours
preventing accessibility for some (Ameli 2017). At WHALE and NEA, some
either felt that their family members could lend them tools, or that many items,
such as baby things, could be easily sourced from neighbours and friends.

6 Conclusions: Normalisation and Alternative Futures
At these preliminary events, introducing Easy Sharing was focused on
encouraging sign-ups to the platform and on making local connections that
support and normalise sharing within a community. The events also helped people
to envision ways they might use a sharing platform and imagine a future of
accessible infrastructures that oﬀer services beyond tools. Most people we spoke
to and surveyed had never heard of LoTs or ETL, and many proposed types of
items they could foresee borrowing. With only a few exceptions, participants were
interested in borrowing rather than buying at least some items, especially
gardening tools and camping gear, which ranked highest among items people
wanted to borrow.
Existing community bonds also supported the project: as hubs of community
activity, the centres allowed Easy Sharing staﬀ to reach many locals who, through
schools, churches and by word of mouth, oﬀered to promote the service. The
response by the WHALE’s men making group also shows how existing collective
ties can play a role in developing the project and growing sharing practices.
Change comes from technical and economic innovation, of course, but also
from challenging the dominant economic paradigm, which takes time. Grassroots
promotion of LoTs is part of this slow change: we must stimulate appetite for
sharing instead of shopping and help citizens envision alternative futures. Easy
Sharing prompted people to imagine habitual sharing both with ETL and other
potential LoTs and may normalise further sharing, sometimes by drawing on
existing community ties. Future research on Easy Sharing’s legacy will address
several complicated questions: how did Easy Sharing users feel about the platform
and would they continue to use it if available in the future? Are there barriers or
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opportunities for the sharing economy speciﬁc to areas of deprivation? Would
future versions of Easy Sharing be scalable around Edinburgh and beyond?
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Appendix I: Survey Data
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Appendix II: Easy Sharing Borrowing Statistics
7 June – 30 July 2019
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